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As 2021 comes to a close, now is the time to sit back and reflect on the year.
While this year may not have gone exactly how we all had hoped — through shutdowns,
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ever-changing policies, and new variants — take some time to remember the
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accomplishments and happy memories that made your 2021 great despite the rest.

For our business clients, this past year has brought on new challenges with regulations, government subsidies, and workplace
guidelines. Keeping up with it all has certainly kept us on our toes and we can only guess at what might be coming next. This
pandemic has affected each and every one of us and we are likely to keep feeling its impact for years to come. However far off it
may seem, there is a light at the end of a tunnel, and all we can do is remain optimistic that 2022 will bring back the normalcy
that all of us are craving.

We would like to sincerely thank you for your continued support during these frustrating times. We are truly lucky to have such an
amazing client base to grow with us as we adapt through this pandemic and beyond. As a new wave of uncertainty looms over
us, we must celebrate the small victories as we navigate this impossible situation as it evolves.

With the arrival of vaccines, hopefully by this time next year we will be at a more “normal” place and be able to enjoy the holiday
season in full swing. Until that time, we hope you enjoy your second pandemic holiday in whatever form it may take.

Think positive, test negative, and look forward to the many wonderful
memories that have yet to be made. Have a safe and happy holiday
season full of rest and relaxation with those who matter most.

Closing Dates - Please note our Christmas
closure will begin at the end of the day on
Thursday, Dec 23rd and we will reopen on
Tuesday, Jan 4th.

As always, our office will be closing for the holiday season so our staff
can spend time with friends and family as we gear up for what is
certainly going to be an interesting 2022!

Payroll Services over the Christmas period Following the timelines and instructions provided to
you by the payroll

Season’s greetings and have a safe and happy holiday,

department means our staff can minimize the time

Allan Roque & Marcia McCann
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needed to ensure everyone’s payroll is paid on time
through the Christmas closure. Please don’t forget
to send any payroll emails to payroll@mrcas.ca as
this is the only email monitored during this time
period.
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We can all agree that adapting to the changes brought by
the coronavirus has been stressful for all of us. But what does it
mean when we acknowledge that we are “stressed out”? And what
can we do to cope as we continue to navigate these unusual times?
For almost a year now, we’ve had to rearrange our schedules,
homeschool our children, isolate from our loved ones and deal with
empty store shelves. The most stressful part is likely living with the fear
that our loved ones could be harmed by this virus.
Of all the things the pandemic has taught us, we’ve learned that what
is most important to us as human beings is our health and well-being.
And while we’ve been adjusting to keep ourselves and our families
safe, we’ve had to endure an incredible amount of stress along the
way. How does that affect our health? Let’s paint a picture … imagine
you’re camping, and you encounter a grizzly bear. Your family is in the
tent, but you’re outside making a fire before the sun goes down. You
lock eyes with that grizzly bear, and your body immediately releases
the stress hormones adrenaline and noradrenaline, and the more
critical measure of stress, cortisol – lots of it.

Your heart races, your breathing quickens, your pupils dilate, and you focus on nothing else but the situation at hand. Your
automatic response will be one of two things: Stand your ground and scare off the grizzly, or slowly back away and get the
heck out of there with your family. This response is what is commonly known as the “fight or flight” response. Now, that’s an
extreme example, but that same physiological response is triggered on a lesser scale when you encounter daily stressors.
When that becomes chronic, your body is constantly in fight-or-flight mode, which can lead to a slew of health problems
down the line. There is a reason stress is called “the silent killer.”

How stress manifests day to day
You might be thinking, “I can handle my life. I don’t feel stressed out.” The problem with chronic stress is that it manifests in
small ways that we become so used to, that we don’t even realize it’s happening! Here are some ways you can tell you’re
battling chronic stress:

Energy

Physical and mental health

Nutrition and digestion

You wake up feeling unrefreshed.

You are gaining or losing weight

You often crave salty or sugary

You have difficulties getting out of

(without trying).

foods.

bed in the morning (even after 8-

You are less interested in sex.

You have difficulty with

plus hours of sleep).

You often get sick or acquire

indigestion

You have difficulties falling and/or

infections.

You often have heartburn or

staying asleep.

You are becoming more irritable and

reflux.

You find yourself unable to keep up

impatient.

You are experiencing other

with work the way you used to.

You are starting to experience more

digestive issues

You are experiencing “brain fog.”

physical pain.

Exercise makes you more tired.

You are experiencing low moods,
making it difficult to find joy in life.
You are having panic attacks.
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If any of these seem familiar to you, you could be
dealing with symptoms of chronic stress and
maybe even burnout. The response I talked about
earlier – the release of adrenaline, nor-adrenaline
and cortisol – is an adaptive response that helps us
survive.
The problem is, when we are chronically
stimulating the release of cortisol, it affects how
our bodies function by influencing changes in our
hormones, the function of our gut (think: gut-brain
connection) and changes in the neurotransmitters
in our gut and brain. This negatively affects our
mood, our energy, our sleep quality, our blood
sugar and blood pressure, our digestion and so
much more.

What you can do to ease your stress
Taking a step back from daily duties to allow yourself to heal would work wonders; but, as a professional, I know that’s nearly
impossible. Gathering with loved ones, going out for a social outing, or travelling are usually great stress relievers for people,
but these, too, are near-impossible in the world’s current climate.
But there are some measures you can take that are proven to decrease stress and help get you back as much normalcy as
possible:

1. Meditate!

5. Do nothing for 15 minutes per day

If you haven’t yet tried it, or are skeptical, it can be

And I mean nothing. Don’t eat, clean, read or use

difficult to get into. However, studies have proven

your phone. Find a spare 15 minutes to allow your

that meditation can decrease cortisol levels. As a

mind to rest. This is an alternative if you’re

stress-relief method, it’s both effective and free!

resistant to meditation.

6. Exercise
2. Try a cortisol-managing supplement

Unless you are at the point where exercise
exhausts you, 30 minutes of exercise per day is a

Just remember to always first get advice from a

proven way to decrease your cortisol levels and

naturopathic doctor (ND) on which supplement is

help manage your stress. You can combine this

right for you. Each supplement marketed for stress

with the previous 15-minutes tip – go for a walk

will affect your cortisol levels in different ways.

and, instead of listening to music or a podcast,

3. Decrease your caffeine intake

let your thoughts keep you company.

I know, I’m sorry. Caffeine can mimic the symptoms of

While we cannot change many of the factors

stress and anxiety. Try to keep it to just one cup of

that are causing us stress, these small lifestyle

dark roast, black or green tea per day.

adjustments are still within reach.

4. Have a regular bedtime
Melatonin, the hormone that helps you fall asleep,
works on an opposite cycle with cortisol: When
melatonin is high, cortisol is low, and vice versa. Try
wearing some blue light-blocking glasses to get that
melatonin flowing every evening!
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RETURN TO WORK RAISES CRUCIAL LEGAL QUESTIONS FOR
ORGANIZATIONS
Reviewing and updating workplace policies are a key
priority for employers.
As employees return to the workplace, there are many
questions around the legal ground rules for employers.
Adding to the challenge is the fact that there are few, if any,
legal precedents to guide organizations in these
unprecedented times. “There’s not a lot of clarity at this
point,” says Emily Siu, a lawyer at the SpringLaw employment
law firm in Toronto. Here are three key issues keeping
employers up at night.
The shift comes with consequences, experts say. According
to new research from Robert Half Canada, more than half
(56 per cent) of employers say the cost of making a bad
recruiting choice is higher than it was pre-pandemic.
Still, given that remote work is likely here to stay for many
and that virtual hiring offers access to larger talent pools,
we are likely to see more, rather than less, remote recruiting
going forward.

Here are four tactics that can help you make the right hire:

1. Workplace safety

2. Accommodating exceptions

Health Canada’s ongoing guidance on COVID-19 prevention

As with any employment situation, there will be exceptions

includes a layered approach of common practices – keeping

that need to be addressed.

interactions to a minimum, avoiding crowds, masking, hand

“Employers should not discriminate against employees who

hygiene and respiratory etiquette – along with vaccination.

have legitimate human rights reasons for not getting

The common practices can easily be adopted into workplace

vaccinated,” says Siu. “These workers should be

safety policies, but actually mandating vaccination is

accommodated up to the point of undue hardship for the

something each employer will need to weigh out carefully.

employer.”

The nature of their industry and the working conditions will

This specifically pertains to people with medical conditions

influence this discussion. Whether to implement a workplace

or religious reasons for not getting vaccinated. “However,

vaccination policy is definitely front and centre of employers’

they must be substantive reasons, not simply a matter of

conversations, says Howard Levitt, of Levitt Sheikh Chaudhri &

minor medical issues or a personal opinion, particularly one

Swann (LSCS Law). Many of the legal decisions moving

recently adopted rather than genuine adherence to an

forward will depend on whether the courts will consider

organized religion, which bans vaccinations as a significant

safety more important than individual privacy, he says.

tenet,” says Levitt.

“Employees that don’t get vaccinated have a mistaken sense

If an organization decides to implement a vaccine policy,

that privacy and human rights are valid legal arguments.

protocols will need to be established around employees who

Although privacy rights apply, they are trivial compared to the

are not vaccinated, adds James Fu, partner with Borden

overriding safety considerations, so have no legal impact. As

Ladner Gervais (BLG) in Toronto. “Will there be different

a result, vaccination policies are legally permissible,

rules for distancing and masking? Should employers have

particularly if employees are working closely together or in

badges or stickers to designate who is vaccinated? Each

situations in which working from home is not an option.”

organization will have its own culture and approach.”
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3. Employment terms
The impact of COVID-19 has also opened the doors
to potential constructive and wrongful dismissal
actions, particularly for remote workers not wishing
to return to the workplace. As such, employers need
to be mindful of the terms of employment on record.
In many cases, these may need to be updated and
signed to accommodate the current climate and
requirements.
“Employers can provide a time frame for the
employee to return to work,” says Levitt. “If they
refuse to return, then the employer has the right to
terminate their employment.”
Siu confirms she is seeing a strong interest on the
part of employers around return-to-work
requirements. “It’s really dependent on
circumstances, such as the safety of the work
conditions, the employer’s capacity for risk and the
industry,” she says.

4. How employers can minimize their risk
There are both legal and practical measures employers can take
to mitigate potential risks. For example, they can:
Review workplace policies, taking into account all the
current factors and circumstances, as well as local law
requirements, and then adjust their policies accordingly.
Be transparent about opening plans with employees.
Providing clear direction reduces the chances of potential
legal challenges.
Ease the employees return to the workplace and be
supportive during the transition. “Returning requires time for
adjustment,” says Siu. “Considering the employees’ needs
can go a very long way to avoiding resignations or tricky
legal proceedings down the road.”
Take all reasonable measures to create a safe work
environment. Prepare a safety plan and ensure it is up to
date with current health guidelines. Employers are legally
required to have a safety plan that can be provided to
visiting health and safety inspectors.

Given the lack of legal precedents, employment issues will be
determined on a case-by-case basis. In the meantime, Levitt
notes, “What employers should be doing is decide what they
want to do and build a legal strategy around that.”

A PRIMER ON PROBATE
Probate is the court process to approve the
validity of a deceased person’s Will, and to
appoint an executor for their estate who can
then transfer assets to the beneficiaries.
Probating a Will may not be required in all
scenarios, such as when the first partner of a
married couple dies or when there is no real estate
or significant financial assets in the estate.
However, probate is required when there is real
estate not jointly held with a right of survivorship
(i.e., it does not pass directly to the co-owner), or
if a financial institution holding any of the
deceased’s funds or investments requires it.
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Applying for probate
The executor will normally apply for probate in the province in
which the deceased ordinarily lived. It may take many months
to obtain a probate order in some jurisdictions, delaying the
ultimate distribution of the estate to the beneficiaries.
The fees for obtaining probate, known as “Estate
Administration Tax” in some jurisdictions, vary significantly
between provinces. For example, the fees for a $2 million
estate can range from a nominal fee in Quebec to have the
Will authenticated by the Superior Court, to more than
$30,000 in probate fees in Nova Scotia. In Ontario, probate
fees are calculated at 0.5% on the first $50,000 of the estate
and at 1.5% on the remainder, but no fees are payable for
estates valued at less than $1,000. For estate certificates
requested after December 31, 2019, Ontario has eliminated
the Estate Administration Tax for all estates valued at less
than $50,000, so the total probate fees will be 1.5% of the
value of the estate in excess of $50,000.

Assets included in the estate

Probate will not apply to real estate jointly held with the

Probate fees are based on the fair market value of the assets

right of survivorship, as the ownership is transferred directly

in the estate at the date of a person’s death. These assets

to the co-owner. Similarly, life insurance policies as well as

include:

investments in Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs),

real estate – net of encumbrances (e.g., mortgages and

Registered Retirement Income Funds (RRIFs) and Tax-Free

home equity lines of credit)

Savings Accounts (TFSAs) that name a specific beneficiary

bank accounts

are distributed directly to that beneficiary and therefore not

investments

included in the estate.

life insurance policies that list the estate as the

A probate order will only apply to the assets in the province

beneficiary

in which the deceased ordinarily lived. If the deceased had

vehicles and vessels

assets in another province, the executor will have to apply to

collections

“reseal the probate,” which requests that the courts in the

furniture

second province confirm the Grant of Probate in the first
province. For example, if the deceased normally lived in
Ontario but also owned a ski chalet in Alberta, the executor
would apply for the probate Certificate in Ontario to cover
the home, investments and other assets there, and pay the
appropriate probate fees to Ontario on those assets. Once
the Ontario probate Certificate has been received, the
executor would apply to reseal the probate in Alberta to
cover the ski chalet and pay the appropriate probate fees
on the value of it to Alberta.
It is worth noting that while mortgages are deducted from
the value of the real estate, other debts such as car loans,
credit cards or unsecured lines of credit are not deducted
from the value of the estate. Similarly, there is no deduction
for the potential selling costs for any assets in the estate.
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Probate fee planning opportunities
Probate fees can be expensive, but there are some planning
opportunities to minimize the costs. The first is to make sure
that you name a beneficiary for all life insurance policies,
RRSPs, RRIFs and TFSAs to ensure that these assets transfer
directly to the beneficiary rather than be included in the
estate. Caution should be used in how you do this, as there
could be unforeseen consequences. For example, if you
name one child as the beneficiary of your RRSP, that child
would receive the total value of those assets. However, the
RRSP is deemed to have collapsed on the death of the
owner, and its fair market value is included in income in the
final tax return of the deceased, unless the spousal rollover
rules apply. Therefore, the estate would have to pay the
taxes on the value of the RRSP assets that only one child
received, which may not be a fair result to all the

Another planning strategy includes using multiple Wills. The
primary Will covers all assets that require probate in order to
be transferred to the beneficiaries, which generally include
bank accounts, investment portfolios and real estate. The
secondary Will covers assets that can be transferred without
requiring probate, including private company shares and
personal effects, such as jewelry and artwork. When drafting
these Wills, care should be taken to ensure that one does not
have the effect of revoking the other, that each Will clearly
identifies which assets it covers and that multiple Wills are
recognized in the province of residence.
Finally, you can always consider giving assets to your future
beneficiaries during your lifetime, as there is no gift tax
imposed in Canada.
While probate fees may be a significant expense for an
estate, it is important to obtain professional advice to ensure

beneficiaries.
A second planning opportunity that is sometimes mentioned
is to add an adult child to the title of the home. This is often
considered when the first parent of a married couple passes

that you are not generating a steep income tax liability down
the road or creating ill feelings between your beneficiaries
that may last for generations.

away. While this may reduce the probate fees on the death
of the second parent, there may be some significant taxes
and other issues to contend with, so extreme caution should
be used in implementing this strategy. Adding the child to
the title of the home is considered a “gift” for tax purposes,
and there is a deemed disposition at its fair market value at
the date of transfer. This would likely not trigger a taxable
capital gain at that point, since the home would qualify as
the principal residence for the parent. However, if that
home was sold in the future and if the adult child has
another residence, there could be a taxable capital gain on
their share of the home for the difference between the fair
market value at the date of transfer and the ultimate sale
price. The value of the child’s portion of the home could also
be included in their assets if they became divorced or if a
creditor sued them. Effectively, the parent has given the
child control over half their home. This may also result in
unequal treatment of the beneficiaries under the terms of
the Will.

See you in 2022!
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